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About This Game

Surgeon Simulator is bringing the ER to VR! The most critically acclaimed and infamous surgery simulation game as you have
never seen it before! Built for Vive and featurin 5d3b920ae0
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my name is DR steven strange and i save lives. Is it tough to pick things up at times? Absolutely. But that was also the case in
the original game. The extra control from actually moving your hands around in space outweighs the lack of full five finger
control. I would absolutely recommend this game to people, especially if they liked the original version.. Here's my first time
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gameplay video: If you loved the keyboard and mouse version of this game you're going to wet yourself from happyness playing
this one. All the bells, whistles, and derpy gameplay with the added bonus of being in VR. I have absolutely no complaints about
this game! I would love to see some sort of co op eventually.. It works well for me. But I had my lighthouses for vive properly
set up. There are still some hand errors but its pretty good playable.. This is an incredibly fun game that unfortunately is too
short. I played this game for a little over an hour and finished it. I am unsure if it will be updated but it is just too short.. If you
liked the original, then you will love this one even more!. Nazi Humanity Experiment Simulator 2017. A hoot and a half. Little
buggy, Needs more room than should be necessary to grab tools, but is managable if you grab them quickly. P.S you can pic kup
the teeth with the tweezers, no issues there.
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